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Foreword
The great research collections of the United States have resulted, in
part, from a long and productive collaboration among scholars, librarians, and archivists. This paper, which focuses on the documentation of, access to, and preservation of our dance heritage, exemplifies one of the most fruitful ways in which scholars and librarians
work together. It is coauthored by an eminent dance ethnologist and
a leader in the field of dance librarianship. In the first chapter, Allegra Fuller Snyder discusses the cultural and intellectual value of
dance and articulates what elements of dance should be recorded
and made accessible so that scholars, performers, creators, and the
public can grasp fully the rich history of human expression embodied in dance. In the following two chapters, Catherine Johnson explores the various strategies used for making those resources accessible and the problems we face in preserving the fragile media on
which these often unique and valuable sources are recorded.
This paper focuses on the management of the great variety of
resources that document dance. Like music, dance exists only in performance and, like music, while there are means to notate choreography, as there is to notate a score, dance is best captured through multiple means of documentation. One hundred years from now,
researchers investigating the major developments of this century will
find abundant resources for scholarship in a similarly diverse mix of
formats and media. It is critical that we develop new and cost-effective strategies for ensuring long-term access to the fragile media,
both analog and digital, of the twentieth century. The member institutions of the Dance Heritage Coalition (DHC) are grappling with
these very issues and, in so doing, are setting high standards for documenting and preserving the performing arts and other events that
take place in time and space.
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Founded in 1992, the DHC is an alliance of major institutions
that have important dance collections. Members are the Harvard
Theatre Collection at Harvard University, the Library of Congress,
the Dance Collection at The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, Ohio State University, the San Francisco Performing
Arts Library and Museum, the American Dance Festival, and Jacob’s
Pillow Dance Festival. They work collaboratively to make accessible,
enhance, augment, and preserve the materials that document the accomplishments of dance. The DHC is leading efforts to address the
access and preservation problems that will influence the future of
cultural heritage institutions. It is for this reason that the Council on
Library and Information Resources has asked the DHC to share its
perspective and experience with a broader public. Conceived and
edited by DHC Director Michelle Forner, this report is designed to
explain the importance of our dance heritage within a broad cultural
context and to propose collaborative strategies for making the critical
resources more accessible now and into the future.
This report addresses the full range of issues involved in evaluating, documenting, preserving, and making accessible the history of
dance. It will be of interest not only to members of the international
dance community, but also to libraries and archives that house dance
materials, many of which are dispersed throughout collections of
sport, anthropology, and religion. It will also interest historians and
funders of the performing arts, scientists, and scholars of all types,
who will find in dance documentation rich new resources for investigating this uniquely expressive human activity, and, more broadly,
the managers of research institutions that hold or are acquiring collections in nonprint form.

Abby Smith
Director of Programs
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• A manual with guidelines for cataloging performing arts materials
should be created cooperatively.
• A coordinated effort for access, including cooperative work on
name authorities and coordinated subject heading development,
should be launched.
• The cooperating institutions should define their backlogs in order
to plan a cooperative cataloging project, and other collections
should be identified for inclusion in the project.
As a result, the four major institutions in the planning group—
The Harvard Theatre Collection, the Library of Congress, the NYPL
Dance Collection, and the San Francisco Performing Arts Library and
Museum—formed the Dance Heritage Coalition (DHC) and developed a cooperative undertaking called the Access to Resources for
the History of Dance in Seven Repositories Project. The project was
funded primarily by the National Endowment for the Humanities
with additional support from private foundations. It lasted six years
and successfully carried out the tasks that the planning group had
recommended. Members found the collaboration to be beneficial in
many areas and have developed additional cooperative work under
the aegis of the DHC.3
Creation of a Virtual Union Catalog

To create the foundation for a union catalog of dance materials,
204,518 machine-readable records for the holdings of the NYPL
Dance Collection were updated into current MARC format and added to the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) database.
This addition makes the cataloging work of other institutions easier
as more titles, name authorities, and subjects are now available nationally. Moreover, an additional 6,500 catalog records were entered
in RLIN describing 2,000 linear feet of archival collections and other
materials at SFPALM, the Minnesota Dance Theatre Archives at the
University of Minnesota, the Harvard Theatre Collection, the American Dance Festival, LC, and NYPL.
Coordinating Name and Subject Authorities

A difficulty frequently cited in cataloging dance materials is the inadequacy of Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) for dance.
Over the years, the NYPL Dance Collection adapted and broadened
the LCSH, establishing more specific subject terms for in-house purposes. For example, NYPL’s headings provide subject access to the
more than 50 named systems of dance notation, whereas LCSH iden-

3 The Dance Heritage Coalition originally established itself as an informal
organization under the fiscal agency of the San Francisco Performing Arts
Library and Museum. Its initial activity included the development of the
cooperative Access Project. The benefits of working together led to an increase in
membership. The coalition, now formed as a tax exempt, not-for-profit
organization, currently has seven members.
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tifies only three. Some of NYPL’s subject headings were submitted to
the existing LCSH headings to expand that system and to make
headings widely available for all. Most significantly, about 53,000
personal name headings and title headings for choreographic works
from the authority file became part of the National Authority File in
1996. The NYPL Dance Collection and others continue to add to this
system through LC’s National Cooperative Name Authorities and
Subject Heading Program (NACO). The NYPL Dance Collection
manages a cooperative dance “funnel” through which other libraries
creating dance authority headings can submit them to NACO under
the supervision of the DHC. Now, as new choreographic works are
created and performed, new title headings are established and contributed. For example, every year the American Dance Festival contributes headings for all works premiering at the festival.

Addressing the Cataloging Quandary
Dance and other performing arts collections include a variety of formats that require a range of expertise to catalog. Certain cataloging
decisions common to these materials previously resulted in different
solutions at different repositories. Decisions regarding the treatment
of particular types of materials, the formation of headings, and the
application of MARC tagging rules needed to be agreed upon and
documented. By compiling rule references and sample records, the
DHC developed coordinated guidelines to increase the efficiency
and consistency of cataloging the many formats common to this specific subject area.
The development of the cataloging guidelines raised several intellectual issues. Traditionally, library cataloging has focused on cataloging the item in hand. This necessarily divorces the item from its
context. A group of photographs that document a single event or
performance, if cataloged as individual items, may result in a catalog
record that yields little or no information about the content documented. The cataloging may provide adequate access to the photographs as individual objects but does little to provide access to the
context, which was why the photographs were taken. The event or
choreographic work may not be represented in any other format
(that is, there may be no script, notation, or videotape that represents
the dance). This problem struck the staff of the American Folklife
Center at LC as they began work on the American Memory Project in
the early 1990s. They developed the concept of an event-level record
that both provided information about the ethnographic event,
whether a powwow, quilting bee, or religious procession, and described all of the types of materials that documented it.
This concept is particularly appealing to performing arts collections, but not always easy or practical to implement. The event-level
record has tremendous potential for new archives and has been recommended as a method of organizing and describing portions of the
Merce Cunningham Dance Foundation Archives. An authority
record for a choreographic work can form the basis for specific
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CALL #
RLIN/OCLC#
TITLE
DESCRIPT
NOTE

LINKED TO
SUBJECT

ADD'L NAME
ISN/STD #

*MGZA.
NYPY757033510-F.
A mirror for witches (Howard) / Eight photographs by Roger Wood.
various sizes.
Various scenes, mostly ensemble, from the production. Identified
dancers include: Anne Heaton, Philip Chatfield, John Hart,
Julia Farron, Margaret Dale, and Joan Benesh.
Covent Garden books. London. no. 6, 1952, p 23-25.
Heaton, Anne, 1930Chatfield, Philip, 1927Hart, John, 1921 July 4Farron, Julia.
Dale, Margaret, 1922Benesh, Joan.
Mirror for witches (Choreographic work : Howard)
Wood, Roger.
(NN-PD)757033510.

Fig. 5. Sample record from
NYPL’s event cataloging of
photographs. The companion
authority record for A Mirror for
Witches provides complete
production information.

event-level records that describe all materials documenting different
iterations (performances) of that work. At institutions with established cataloging systems, such as the NYPL Dance Collection, catalogers have been able to apply this concept in some cases, particularly for the cataloging of photographic materials.
It is unlikely that the creation or performance of an individual
choreographic work will ever result in a single item that accurately
defines it. The closest record of this sort at this time is a videotape
that documents a performance of the dance. The catalog record for
the videotape often can serve as the base record that mentions or
links to other items. Since linking records can be time consuming,
catalogers’ thorough and careful assignment of added entries and
subject headings becomes important to ensure access.
While describing materials that document an event collectively
in an event-level record can be beneficial, for magnetic media materials such as film and videotape, where serious preservation concerns
require continual monitoring and reformatting, item-level control is
necessary for collection maintenance as well as access. Similarly,
item-level cataloging may be recommended for a particular type of
object or work of art. For example, an individual drawing by Pablo
Picasso for a production of Les Tricornes may be part of a larger collection (the Howard D. Rothschild Collection on Sergei Pavlovitch
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes), but adequate curatorial control over and
access to this valuable object warrant a thorough item-level description.
Another difficulty faced by the cataloger and the curator of a
dance or performing arts collection is the frequent dispersal of documentation. In many cases, the materials that serve to document a single work do not reside together. When an archive from an individual
or a performing company arrives at the repository, the archivist is
expected to maintain the original order of the material insofar as possible and generally cannot spend time reorganizing. Providing access
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to materials documenting the choreographic works becomes a challenge when they are dispersed throughout various sections of a collection or archive. Additionally, materials documenting a single artist, company or group, production, or event might be scattered
among collections held by different institutions. Linking and crossreferencing are possible within a single repository but become more
difficult across institutions. Cooperative work can ease this problem.
For example, NYPL and Ohio State University are currently working
on a joint finding aid for a shared collection, the papers of lighting
designer Tom Skelton. The two finding aids will be linked and indexed in the same finding aid database, making it easier for users to
understand the connections between the two collections.
It is clear that neither one set of cataloging rules nor one perfect
cataloging record can generally fit all circumstances and needs. Access to performing arts materials requires flexibility and creativity in
applying rules and guidelines, bearing in mind the goals of providing access to the performance work or dance event itself and the
need for efficiency in cataloging. Cataloging with great detail or describing the material object at the expense of being unable to describe
materials representing many other works defeats the purpose of increasing access. In other words, a little access is better than none.

Access in a Changing Electronic Environment
The rapidly changing technological environment of the library and
archival community presents ongoing challenges. The development
of the World Wide Web, library catalogs with Web interfaces, and the
implementation of search engines that comply with the International
Standards Organization’s Z39.50 standard for search and retrieval
software have affected the way in which users interact with bibliographic utilities. Individual library catalogs available over the Internet are no longer primarily used by individuals associated with the
institution and a few scholarly subject experts. Rather, whole new
populations are using the catalogs of individual libraries for bibliographic and related research, regardless of institutional affiliation.
The increased use of and access to library catalogs is only one of
the effects of the World Wide Web. Catalogs now refer and link to
online versions of full-text documents, images, and finding aids describing archival collections. There has been explosive growth in the
amount of information presented by libraries in general and by special collections and archives in particular. On the subject of dance,
some 300 representative images from the Paget-Fredericks Collection
of roughly 2,000 original drawings, paintings, and photographs
owned by the University of California at Berkeley, depicting Isadora
Duncan, Loie Fuller, Vaslav Nijinsky, Ruth St. Denis, and other figures of early twentieth-century dance, have been digitized and may
be viewed on the UC Berkeley Web site. The Library of Congress has
digitized its collection of early dance manuals and created its American Ballroom Web site, which provides the texts and video clips of
examples of contemporary reenactments of the dances.
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Finding aids describing dance archival collections at DHC member institutions have been encoded in a standard generalized markup language (SGML) using the encoding standard for archival description (EAD). These finding aids, capable of full-text searching,
are becoming available on the Web via a collaborative DHC site. As
with online finding aids in other subject areas and institutions, they
offer the user the ability to review the contents of unique holdings
located at great distances from one another. An interested researcher
or potential user can then request access to specific materials either
through microfilming or copying (when possible) or by visiting the
repository. Users can discover the depth and breadth of the collection
before they request to see the materials, saving time and energy. Because finding aids for dance collections in different repositories are
mounted together on one site, the user also has the ability to search
across the collections and to view and compare finding aids for related collections. Although the DHC site provides some centralized
linking and navigation for dance materials, there is still a need to
provide more detailed and appropriate maps of the information
landscape, along with navigational tools and links between the online catalogs of repositories, union databases in bibliographic networks, and collection finding aids.
In addition to access through traditional library and archival
channels, the World Wide Web has provided a platform on which
others can easily present information and documentation to a wide
audience. Individuals with a passion for dance have created Web
sites of great diversity and varying quality. When the search engine
Mosaic was introduced, one of the most popular sites on the Web
was a Swiss-based tango site, set up by a tango aficionado, that included numerous video clips. Other dance companies and organizations have established sites providing materials and information that
were previously much more difficult to obtain. The José Limón
Dance Foundation Web site, for example, includes information about
the foundation’s archival holdings. Nowadays, any individual with a
collection of dance photographs can easily digitize them and make
them available on his or her own Web site. Increasingly, photographers are using this method to publicize their work.
Although the DHC’s work has demonstrated that library and
archival descriptive standards can be used for dance materials, alternative ways of representing large volumes of data are still being
sought. European theater data collection agencies have discussed developing a standard format for describing information about theatrical performances that would be available in a unified database.4 A

4 At

the 20th International Congress of the Société Internationale des
Bibliothèques et de Musées des Arts du Spectacle (SIBMAS) [International
Association of Libraries and Museums of the Performing Arts] entitled
“Documents et Témoignages des Arts du Spectacle: Pourquoi et Comment?”
[“Collecting and Recording the Performing Arts: Why and How?”] held in
Antwerp, September 4-7, 1994, several papers presented in the session on
“Documentation et Informatique: Miracle ou désastre?” [Electronic
Documentation: Breakthrough or Breakdown?] included discussion of shared
electronic data collection and distribution of theatrical information. Of particular
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project launched recently at Cornell University aims to develop an
international standard for performing arts metadata to make sharing
and interlinking data easier.5

Access in the Twenty-first Century
The beginning of an information retrieval system for dance is now in
place through a variety of modes: bibliographic networks, individual
library catalogs, informational Web sites and links, finding aid databases, text-retrieval systems, and digital collections. A more seamless
web is needed to ease navigation.6 Just before the explosion of the
World Wide Web, Lawrence Dowler, then head of Research Services
for Harvard College Library, described subject pathfinders that could
help users navigate the resources for a particular area of study, from
published sources to original manuscripts and visual images (1997).
This idea has been carried into the Web environment. A thorough,
sophisticated pathfinder for dance has yet to be developed, but the
building blocks are in place.
On another front, more work is needed to identify additional
dance documentation that is not accounted for or readily accessible.
The Images of American Dance report noted that large gaps exist in the
documentary record of dance in America that are historical, geographic, cultural, and artistic in nature (Keens 1991, 20). A systematic
approach to identifying gaps has yet to be developed, but pieces of
the process are now within reach. For example, as a result of the
DHC’s Access Project, the major collections’ holdings are recorded in
RLIN or OCLC, or both. With the recent publication of the International Encyclopedia of Dance by Oxford University Press (Cohen 1998),
a method could be developed to search bibliographic networks and
other information sources using the Encyclopedia to determine the
scope of repository holdings on all subjects. However, unless other
institutions housing dance materials contribute information to nanote were papers by Jürgen Kirschner of Germany, “Coordination and
Standardization: Two Assumptions for Communication;” and Margret Schild,
also of Germany, “Considerations for Developing an Electronic Theatre
Information System.” The presentation of these papers was followed by
extensive discussions regarding international cooperation.
5 At Cornell, the digital library staff, under the direction of Peter Hirtle, have
created a simple Web-accessible relational database to test what sort of data
people might need in such a database. The theater faculty is putting records into
that database for Noh and Kabuki theater; Ann Ferguson, of the Manuscripts
and Archives Department, is adding records relating to the playwright, G. B.
Shaw; and other theater partners are testing it with some documents from
Russian theater archives. The Cornell Library staff and faculty are including a
wide range of photographic, printed, and manuscript items in the prototype
database, and would like eventually to link all items to the text or video of the
performance. The database is currently in English; making it multilingual is a
long-term goal.
6 Steven Hensen, of the Special Collections Library at Duke University, coined
the term seamless web to describe a system in which users can navigate easily
from a broad description of a group of materials to a more specific finding aid,
thereby giving contextual information to a digital surrogate of the item itself.
Hensen has referred to this concept in several presentations to the Society of
American Archivists (1998).
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tional systems, the gaps will be more difficult to identify and analyze. Tools such as the new DHC cataloging guidelines and a processing procedures manual for performing arts collections should
standardize this process and make it easier. In particular, the manual
is currently being revised to incorporate information on EAD. Furthermore, repositories will soon be able to use a finding aid template
on the DHC Web site to add descriptions of their archival holdings.
Still under development, the finding aid template allows a person to
enter basic information about a collection and list the collection’s
contents. As outreach efforts continue, it is hoped that more materials to document the gaps in America’s dance history will be discovered and made accessible.
Assessing the impact of the DHC Access Project on the participating repositories is much easier than assessing the impact on dance
research generally or on research in other disciplines. Anecdotal evidence shows that processed collections and the tools and guidelines
have been used. For instance, a scholar processing a collection of materials from a native hula artist at the University of Hawaii made use
of the DHC processing guidelines. The Agnes DeMille papers processed as part of the project have subsequently been used for a new
biography of DeMille. The relationships established with scholarly
organizations have led to a greater awareness of the materials available and of the online resources, and have helped improve scholars’
understanding of the parameters of access in the information science
environment. However, the true impact on research and scholarship
is more difficult to gauge. Whether or not efforts to date have really
improved users’ ability to obtain materials for their work will probably not be known until a body of resulting research and writing can
be evaluated.
Although the accomplishments of the DHC Access Project and
other efforts have solved some of the fundamental problems that
contribute to backlogs in cataloging and processing, a major quandary remains. That is, the dance field continues to create and produce
materials, and curators continue to acquire these materials at a rate
that often exceeds the ability of their institutions to catalog and process them. Conventional wisdom says that a curator should not accept materials that cannot be cataloged and made available within a
reasonable amount of time or that cannot be appropriately cared for.
However, the urgent need of the dance field to find safe homes for
materials at risk raises questions about the wisdom of that approach.
Does such a policy result in a loss of documentation in fields that are
less financially sound, while the records of more lucrative fields of
endeavor are left to represent our cultural heritage? The DHC’s work
and other efforts, such as the Dance Notation Bureau’s work to computerize the cataloging of its holdings, have made strides to reduce
cataloging backlogs. Other efforts to improve access include the
Dance Librarians Discussion Group’s (DLDG) forthcoming publication, A Core Collection in Dance, a bibliography for libraries interested
in creating a basic, representative collection of secondary resources,
and the Alliance for the Arts’ project to identify the documentation
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of choreographic works created about or by artists lost to AIDS. The
DLDG’s participation in promoting the interlibrary loan of videotape
among libraries will also ease access restrictions, at least for published videotapes. But the continued decrease in funding for such
organizations means that backlogs will continue or begin to build
again.
The concept of access is multidimensional. Librarians, archivists,
and curators, with the support of library administrators, must be creative in making the materials in their charge as accessible as possible
without causing damage. Providing access to materials without a
long-term preservation plan is wasteful at best and futile at worst.
Access and preservation must work hand-in-hand; access decisions
must reflect the preservation needs of the materials, and the accessioning and processing systems should integrate both goals. Collaboration among repositories in all aspects, from documentation and
collection strategies to cooperative access projects and coordinated
preservation, will be necessary to ensure that the history of American
dance of the past century is known and understood into the twentyfirst century. The library and archives communities have the ability
and responsibility to help the dance field move out of what critic
John Martin once called a “limbo of illiteracy” (Keens 1991, 10). They
can do this by defragmenting the scattered documentation of the
past, uniting it intellectually through the Internet, caring for it, and
encouraging more comprehensive documentation and collection for
the future.
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Preservation
by Catherine J. Johnson

Illustration from The Art of Dancing by Kellom
Tomlinson, London, 1735

T

he challenges of preservation for dance are intricately tied
to those of documentation. While the historical artifacts
and artworks referred to in Snyder’s opening essay on
documentation—the ancient pottery and jars, bas-reliefs in
temples, cave paintings, statuettes, screens, and paintings—survive
through the efforts of museum curators, archeologists, and anthropologists, the later documentation of archival materials has been left
to librarians and archivists, who grapple with issues of ongoing preservation management on a large scale. Preserving the remnants of an
art form and cultural activity dependent on time and space requires
no less creativity than that needed to create the dance itself.
Theatrical dance in the United States is often created under adverse economic conditions. Artistic companies must struggle for financial survival, straining resources that might provide better quality documentation materials, and better care and environment. Tales
abound of precious materials housed in barns, hidden in closets, and
rotting in rat-infested warehouses. Educational efforts, research, and
foundation funding have provided momentum for preservation
planning for dance, yet continued collaboration and cooperation will
be necessary to meet the challenge of preserving America’s dance
heritage for future generations. While the preservation of all materials that document dance is important, the most urgent need now is
to rescue materials recorded on magnetic media before they disappear.
An ongoing challenge in the dance field is the confusion about
the term preservation. The word has several connotations that differ
between the library and archives community and the dance community. People in the dance world speak of the need to preserve dance,
the dance, or a choreographic work. Frequently, this means recording a
performance in some fashion, primarily on videotape. Educational
efforts have tried to make it clear that preserving a work on videotape requires an ongoing commitment to the physical preservation of
the tape. Nonetheless, the real commitment and costs involved often
are not fully understood or taken into account when planning preservation programs. Therefore, preservation must continually be tied
directly to both access and documentation. Practices, programs, and
projects in all three areas must be integrated, every step of the way,
to improve efficiency and ensure that the legacy of dance lives on for
future generations.
At The New York Public Library (NYPL), for example, documentation, access, and preservation are carried out as part of the same
process. When a work is recorded on videotape through the Jerome
Robbins Archive of Dance on Film and Tape program, the process
includes the creation of a preservation master tape kept in climatecontrolled storage and the creation of a copy for viewing. The video-
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tape is then cataloged in a timely fashion and the catalog record is
available both through the NYPL union catalog and the larger Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN). The viewing copy is
available for use in the NYPL reading room, and, depending on
agreements with the choreographer and the performing company,
may be made available for use offsite. Such a model, although difficult to replicate in a small dance company, might be coordinated by a
cooperative library arrangement so that smaller organizations could
make use of the same system.

The Multiformat Morass
While many archival collections contain a variety of material formats, nowhere is this more prevalent than in those documenting the
performing arts, particularly dance. It is not uncommon for a single
performing arts archival collection to include manuscript and printed matter, magnetic media (in more than one format), oversized
posters, photographs, costumes and textiles, objects, and possibly
blueprints and mechanical drawings for the construction of sets or
lighting plots. The combination and variety of formats present particular preservation challenges.
For some time, curators have been concerned about the special
preservation needs of performing arts collections. In 1982, the Theater Library Association held a conference on preservation management for performing arts collections that resulted in the publication
of Preserving America’s Performing Arts (Cohen-Stratyner and Keuppers 1985). This conference included sessions on the preservation of
paper and manuscript materials; playbills and programs; designs,
fine art, and technical drawings; image and sound recordings; posters and billboards; scrapbooks and albums; realia and memorabilia;
and photographs, negatives, and transparencies.
Besides concerns related to format, limited resources create other
preservation management issues. Dance collections housed in larger
institutions must vie for access to centralized preservation services
that may focus on print and paper materials. As one curator put it,
despite the fact that the university library had instituted a preservation program and hired a conservator, “since I must share [the conservator’s] knowledge, skills, limited time, and even more limited
work space with at least a dozen other curators and administrators,
our collections [have]… continued to get little overall attention”
(Jensen 1985, 70). Performing arts collections, including dance collections, are often short-staffed; reference services and day-to-day management tend to take precedence over long-range planning for preservation.
Also, the curatorial tendency has been to collect whatever is
available on the premise that all dance documentation is vital and
important and must be saved. Given the current restraints on space,
time, and money, however, curators must understand that they no
longer have the luxury of collecting everything. As Margaret Child
has advised, “both archivists and librarians need to develop clear
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appraisal guidelines appropriate to the discipline being served and
reflective of the way in which scholars and other users in that particular field utilize documentary materials” (1985, 78). Cooperative collecting policies and systematic documentation strategies are needed
if libraries and archives are to preserve and care for the most vital
materials. Accepting that we cannot, nor should we, preserve everything, and planning in a realistic way to preserve what we do choose
to save are the first two steps toward a solution to the preservation
problem.
The implementation of phased preservation and conservation
methods requires appropriate preservation evaluation. As Marilyn
Kemp Weidner has described it, “phased preservation is the longrange plan to physically stabilize a collection until more extensive
treatment is possible. It seeks to deal with the realities under which
most institutions operate: vast quantities of material in need of conservation treatment and limited funds with which to accomplish the
task. A realistic phased conservation program should allow an institution to utilize its resources to achieve the maximum benefits for the
maximum number of objects” (1985, 102). Evaluating preservation
needs for multiformat collections can be complex and difficult, and
requires an instrument to identify, assess, quantify, and establish priorities. Work on such an instrument began as part of the Dance Heritage Coalition’s (DHC) Access to Resources for the History of Dance
in Seven Repositories Project (the Access Project), Phase One.
Initially, the project attempted to use the Decision Model for Assigning Preservation Priorities (DMAPP) survey developed by a task
force at the behest of the Commission on Preservation and Access.
The survey, however, did not clearly identify the specific preservation needs of particular materials and collections. Consequently, the
Preservation Office at Harvard University agreed to help develop an
assessment tool that would record specific information related to the
formats in which performing arts materials are most commonly
found. Staff at the Harvard Theatre Collection and the Dance Heritage Coalition collaborated on drafting a Collection Condition Assessment Form for Performing Arts Materials, which is being tested
at the Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival Archives.
The development of multimedia digital technology has been heralded as the answer to the documentation needs of dance. The idea
of being able to combine, through digitization, a variety of formats
that can then interact is very attractive for dance. The very act of documenting dance requires many formats and the concept of viewing
them together in one package would make understanding and interpreting the work much easier. For example, a single CD (or other
digital medium) can capture videotape, musical score, dance notation score, sound record, voice-over of a choreographer, notes from a
designer, and so forth—all of which can be viewed simultaneously.
But the electronic media that may advance documentation—in
the computer itself, CDs, DVDs, and the tools of telecommunications
and virtual reality—bring with them future challenges for preservation. As with videotape, the long-term stability of digital media is
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still unknown and may yet turn into another preservation nightmare
for the performing arts. Moreover, information that was formerly
created in analog fashion, such as music and, in some cases, moving
image and dance notation itself, is now often captured digitally and
stored electronically. Ironically, as the dance field becomes less prepared economically to deal with long-term issues of digital records,
sound, lighting, and stage design work are beginning to rely more
heavily on digital technologies.

Environment, Environment, Environment
Preservation managers generally agree that the best investment of
preservation dollars is in controlling the temperature and relative
humidity in which materials are stored.1 Keeping a constant environment is essential to increasing the longevity of physical objects. Unfortunately, even in the best of houses, this remains among the most
difficult of tasks. For example, at a state-of-the-art, temperature-controlled, offsite storage facility it was found that the door to the outside was routinely propped open for long periods of time. In a building designed to be climate controlled, the heating and air-conditioning
system was being turned off during evenings and weekends as a
cost-cutting measure (unbeknownst to curators and the library administration), causing wild fluctuations in the environment.
Unfortunately, maintaining the controlled environments that libraries and museums need to protect collections is neither simple
nor inexpensive. In fact, the cost can be prohibitive for a performing
arts organization wishing to maintain its own in-house archive. Even
large, well-endowed institutions often struggle to secure funding for
their heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning systems. Many smaller organizations, whose missions often include sustaining performing companies and presenting programs, strive to create climate-controlled environments. Some, such as the San Francisco Performing
Arts Library and Museum (SFPALM), are fortunate to be located in
moderate climates without a great deal of fluctuating relative humidity. However, they may be prone to other environmental hazards,
such as earthquakes. Alternatives to onsite storage include relying on
the kindness of parent institutions to house portions of collections,
purchasing the services of offsite storage facilities, or making arrangements with larger institutions to house master videotapes and
the originals of important documents.2
1 “As

a first step in climate control, organizational archives should aim at
achieving a stable temperature of 72 degrees and a stable percentage between 35
and 55 percent relative humidity. Stability is vitally important; these conditions
should not vary more than 2-3 percent during any 24 hour period” (Motylewski
1991). More complete recommendations exist for various formats including
paper, photographs, and magnetic media. For example, see The Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers’ Web site: www.smpte.org/stds/index.html.

2 Examples of these actions include the American Dance Festival, which has a
deposit agreement with its host institution, Duke University, to house the most
fragile, at-risk materials in the climate-controlled University Special Collections
storage facility. Both SFPALM and the Merce Cunningham Dance Foundation
store some video masters at Iron Mountain, a commercial, climate-controlled,
offsite storage facility. Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival has arranged to have particularly valuable, at-risk, or fragile materials copied. The Pillow archives then
keeps the copies for onsite use and the originals are housed at the NYPL Dance
Collection.
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Cost remains the biggest obstacle to controlling the environment.
Nonetheless, archival administrators cannot afford to ignore environmental issues. The cost of repairing damage to materials from inhospitable environments is far greater than that of maintaining the
correct environment from the start, and allowing such damage to occur would defeat the purpose of the archiving: to preserve research
materials and make them available.

Preventive Preservation
Besides maintaining a favorable storage environment, another preventative measure is to ensure that materials are appropriately created and cared for before they arrive at a library or archive. It is worth
the time and effort to encourage the creators of records to use stable
materials from the outset. For example, selecting professional, good
quality tape stock when videotaping, rather than bargain-brand
commercial tape, will increase the life span of a work documented
on videotape, and printing programs and important documents on
acid-free paper will slow their deterioration. Fortunately, the dance
community has gained from a series of well-executed educational
efforts, from workshops to Web sites, that continue to yield benefits.
In 1989, under the auspices of Dance/USA (the association for dance
companies), Preserve Inc. offered an introductory preservation workshop throughout the United States. After Preserve’s tour, it was rare
to find a dance company that was unaware of the advantages of
acid-free paper or the perils of mucilage. In 1994, the Dance Heritage
Coalition collaborated with Dance/USA to publish and distribute
Beyond Memory (Johnson 1994), a booklet that describes basic preservation issues and provides recommendations and guidelines to the
dance community on caring for its documentation. Preserve, Inc.
subsequently published the Dance Archives Manual (Kopp 1995),
which made available in book form much of the preservation information included in the initial Preserve workshops. Representatives
from the DHC and Preserve Inc. continue to speak on issues of preservation and documentation at dance community events and conferences, and to present workshops on preservation concerns and archival management.
In 1992, The Pew Charitable Trusts funded the National Initiative
to Preserve America’s Dance (NIPAD) to serve as a regranting organization to support documentation and preservation projects for
dance. Making money available to undertake such projects reinforced the importance of documentation and preservation in an arena where creation and presentation had traditionally been the funding focus. Several NIPAD projects resulted in additional educational
efforts. For example, in 1994, a San Francisco Bay Area consortium of
archivists, videographers, and presenters received a NIPAD grant “to
develop strategies, technologies and standards for the effective preservation of dance on video, and to make the resulting documentation
accessible to the dance and video communities and the general
public”(LADD, 1997, 1.2). Essentially a training program for videog-
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raphers and choreographers, the curriculum included a review of
some of the problems in preserving magnetic media, particularly its
long-term instability. The project resulted in the Learning Applications to Document Dance (LADD) report, which provides guidance
on how to create quality videotape documentation. In response to
inquiries from NIPAD and requests for help in preparing grant applications, libraries such as the NYPL Dance Collection and the Library of Congress have also worked directly with dance companies,
advising them in the care of their materials and sometimes providing
archival supplies to ensure that materials are housed safely.
The World Wide Web has become an information tool for dance
preservation. For example, the Dance Heritage Coalition Web site’s
preservation section includes basic information, the full text of Beyond Memory, and links to other sites with helpful preservation information (such as CLIR, Research Libraries Group’s PRESERV, and NIPAD). As with other fields, the fast and easy access afforded by the
Internet can aid in the dissemination of current information.

Turning “Future Shock” into Future Plans
Besides the challenges of preserving a wide variety of formats and
housing these formats properly, the dance field also must contend
with the fact that much of its documentation exists on a notoriously
unstable medium: videotape and other magnetic media.
Videotape has become a central tool for the documentation of
dance during the past 15 years and serves as a form of currency in
the dance world. As the late dance videographer Michael Schwartz
wrote in the Poor Dancer’s Almanac (1993): “Of all the arts, dance has
been the most profoundly affected by the wide-spread use of video
technology. Choreographers, dancers, critics, historians, and producers now have a tool that can preserve the ephemeral material of rehearsal and performance—for repeated, detailed viewing. Video has
affected not only the preservation and teaching of established repertory but also the work process itself. Instant replay allows the dancer
and choreographer to rework and edit a dance as it evolves . . . Edited into promotional tapes, video documentation has become an essential part of the business of all performance—a tool required by
funders and presenters to determine who receives funding and who
is presented.”
While the dance field now has a quick and affordable way to
record its heretofore difficult-to-document form, the format on which
dance is being recorded has an unsatisfactory track record for physical preservation. The Media Alliance publication Video Preservation:
Securing the Future of the Past, written by Deirdre Boyle (1993), stated
it clearly: “For anyone concerned about the future of our cultural legacy as recorded on videotape—whether it be the video artist whose
early work will no longer play or the archivist with thousands of
tapes to maintain—the challenges of video preservation are considerable, the responsibility awesome, the problems numerous, the resources spare, the urgency great.” Boyle did, however, present some
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rays of hope—providing examples of successful video preservation
efforts in an area where the term preservation seems an oxymoron.
The dance community faces a massive preservation problem:
thousands of reels of tape recorded on now-obsolete formats require
transfer, both to preserve them from further deterioration and to
make them viewable. The facilities to undertake this transfer are few
and the process is costly. Moreover, new recordings continue to be
made on a variety of formats and it is necessary to maintain equipment in all formats for playback and transfer in the future. To be
sure, the concerns of magnetic media preservation are not limited to
dance. However, finding solutions is critical to sustaining the movement form itself because so many in the field have relied on it as the
sole record of their choreographic output and use it as a primary
method to transmit their work to others.
Thus far, the strategy for dance has been to look toward the commercial industries and large national institutions and organizations
for leadership and planning. Over the past five years, there has been
growing interest in magnetic media preservation. At the same time,
technology continues to change and evolve, hampering the selection
of a definitive preservation format. Most major efforts to date have
been in what might be called the “research and discovery” phase.
Concerned leadership organizations in the library and archives fields
and in the magnetic media industry have attempted to identify the
current state of preservation standards for magnetic media, the scope
and scale of the preservation problem, and the range of curatorial
issues for the preservation of this medium.
In 1995, the Commission on Preservation and Access (now the
Council on Library and Information Resources, or CLIR) and the National Media Laboratory published Magnetic Tape Storage and Handling: A Guide for Libraries and Archives by John Van Bogart. This report gives a thorough technical overview of the current state of the
preservation problem for magnetic media, reviews the state of standards development, and describes clearly the physical concerns that
cause the medium to be unstable. The publication was written for
nontechnicians, especially library and archives administrators, and
provides a solid foundation from which to construct a research agenda. The Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC), with funding from the
National Endowment for the Arts, organized and presented “Playback 96,” a symposium that developed out of several working
groups. The working groups were made up of individuals around
the country in the fields of conservation, museology, and media arts
involved in the creation and preservation of videotape, who came
together to address technical and ideological issues surrounding video preservation. The resulting conference discussed the causes of
videotape deterioration and presented the industry’s recommendations for effective methods of storage and cleaning. Also addressed
were the ethical and procedural issues commonly faced by arts conservators that are increasingly applicable in handling electronic art
(BAVC 1998).
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In 1997, the Research Libraries Group established the Working
Group on Preserving Magnetic Media as part of its PRESERV program. This working group set as its main goal the development of
practical guidelines to assist institutions in preserving magnetic media collections: “Because of parallel effort by existing organizations,
guidelines or best practices may exist but have yet to be compiled
and presented in a comprehensive and complete manner” (RLG
1997). Also at this time, the Library of Congress (LC) commissioned a
major investigation, which resulted in Television and Video Preservation: A Report on the Current State of American Television and Video Preservation (1997). The Association of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA)
has been reviewing the recommendations of this report and plans to
set priorities and develop strategies for implementing them. Meanwhile, LC is working to develop its own institutional universal preservation strategy for magnetic media.
Boston’s public television station, WGBH, is currently engaged
in a Universal Preservation Format project. Sponsored by the WGBH
Educational Foundation and supported in part by a grant from the
National Historical Publications and Records Commission of the National Archives, the Universal Preservation Format initiative advocates a format for the long-term storage of electronically generated
media. Working with representatives from standards organizations,
hardware and software companies, museums, academic institutions,
archives, and libraries, this project will produce guidelines for recommended practice. This document will be submitted to the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), suggesting
guidelines for engineers when designing computer applications that
involve or interact with digital storage. The project’s goal is to make
the long-term preservation of and access to electronic records (both
original and migrated versions) simpler and more efficient and costeffective.
By monitoring these activities in magnetic media preservation
and bringing partners together, the DHC is working to develop a
preservation strategy for the field. A meeting held in the winter of
1998 involving DHC members and leaders in the field of magnetic
media preservation and archives initiated a dialogue that will continue toward project planning. The manageable scale of dance videotape preservation, as compared with some other fields, presents a
real opportunity to test solutions for magnetic media preservation
within a single discipline. Focus on dance videotapes offers tremendous potential for realizing a usable model for cooperative videotape
preservation and resource sharing that may address access issues as
well.
To date, the major repositories of dance videotape have a strong
record of successful collaboration through DHC initiatives. Additionally, the DHC and others have established collaborations with various stakeholders in the future of videotape records of dance: dance
presenters, companies, choreographers, and creators of documentation on videotape; media centers such as BAVC, which provide ser-
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vices and resources to videographers; and the technical and industrial communities that create the products.
The challenge now is for the dance community, with leadership
from dance libraries and archives, to develop a pilot program to test
possible long-range cooperative solutions for the video preservation
problem. Several steps must be taken, however, to develop a model
project for magnetic media preservation. While initial survey work
to identify the preservation needs at DHC member repositories has
been completed, a more thorough national assessment must be done
and a systematic method developed, including criteria for identifying the most urgent preservation needs. Once the need is identified
and a strong case for support is refined, a pilot or test project can be
explored that would use dance as a model for collaborative preservation. Model concepts range from a cooperative central distribution
facility of digitized magnetic media that would house and manage
preservation masters to a more diffused structure where a standardized methodology for preservation remastering and monitoring is
followed by participating organizations, which then perhaps contribute to a shared database.
One expected stumbling block is funding. The dance community,
including the dance repositories, does not have the financial resources to deal with the large-scale preservation problem it faces. It is not
a commercial industry with the potential for substantial earned income from the materials that would be preserved, although it is possible that a collaborative approach might produce a product that
could lead to increased availability of materials for commercial purposes. To date, national funding organizations such as the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) have been reluctant to support major videotape preservation projects because of the lack of
agreement on preservation standards for the medium. Despite this
reluctance, NEH has assisted in important preservation efforts on a
small scale, such as funding a preservation project to reformat the
original masters for the PBS program Dance in America. However, an
investment no less significant than that made to address the problem
of brittle books3 will be necessary to save the history currently recorded on this unstable format. Already, tales can be told of important dance works that have disappeared because the tapes on which
they were recorded are no longer readable. Images of American Dance
reported: “From a Lew Christensen ballet for the San Francisco Ballet
shot on two-inch reel-to-reel format that oxidized into an unplayable
‘sticky mess,’ to an early work by pioneering modern dancer Helen
Tamiris damaged perhaps beyond repair due to failure to follow ba3As CLIR President Deanna Marcum has testified (1998), “Since 1989, the
National Endowment for the Humanities has been implementing a coordinated
national plan to save the intellectual content of books, serials, and other research
materials that are deteriorating in the libraries and archives of the United States
because of the high acidic content of their paper. The plan was drawn to preserve
the contents of some 3,000,000 embrittled books over a period of twenty years,
through reformatting . . . In response to the brittle-books crisis, research libraries,
which hold the largest number of endangered volumes, have taken a leadership
role and built a capacity to deal with the widespread deterioration.”
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sic preservation techniques,” many important works, including documentary videotapes recorded by anthropologists, are in danger of
being lost permanently for future generations (Keens 1991, 22).

Conclusion
While magnetic media provide a focal point for the preservation concerns of dance, all documentation formats require continued attention and preservation management. The preservation management
field in libraries and archives has grown rapidly in the past 10 years
and dance archives and libraries must do all they can to implement
the standards and recommendations that come from preservation
managers. The continued development of documentation strategies
and cooperative collecting policies would go a long way toward
maximizing the impact of limited resources. Understanding that everything cannot be saved is essential if we are to manage the problem into the twenty-first century.
Without a concerted and collaborative effort from national leaders, the magnetic media problem will continue to grow. Because of
the need for a more immediate solution in the dance community,
leadership from the DHC is vital. To date, the DHC has established a
Magnetic Media Working Group whose charge is to develop a model
digitization project, based on a national management strategy, that
will both preserve and make accessible the video documentation of
dance in America. For this working group to fulfill its charge, however, a national management strategy must be agreed upon. The
DHC must rely on the leadership of the AMIA, SMPTE, and LC to
provide strategic recommendations. The Council on Library and Information Resources can assist through education and publication
efforts and by convening groups of concerned parties and experts,
commissioning research, and influencing the funding community to
support model projects, experimental work, and testing of methods.
While the first strategy may not be the best and final strategy, a
start is better than a continued holding pattern. Early methods and
systems of microfilming brittle books fall short of today’s standards,
but the books were saved, even though the early microfilm formats
may need future upgrading. Had we waited for the development of
a perfect methodology and technical specifications, many books
would have been lost. The same is true of our current videotape: the
longer we wait, the more we will lose. That is not to say we should
begin willy-nilly duplicating and or digitizing videotape without regard to standards; rather, we must consider all current technical standards, perhaps even select two to three compatible methodologies
and test them in model projects. But we must begin now before more
of the great works of modern dance are lost to audiences forever.
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Ohio State University, “LabanWriter Project”: www.dance.ohiostate.edu/files/LabanWriter/index.html.
Ohio State University, “Software/CD Developments”: www.dance.
ohio-state.edu/files/Dance_and_Technology/CD/
CD-ROM _Development.
Preserve, Inc.: www.preserve-inc.org.
SAVEAS: DANCE: http://save-as-dance.org.
UC Berkely, California Heritage, “The Joseph Rous Paget-Fredericks
Dance Collection, ca. 1914-1945”: http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/CalHeritage.
WGBH: http://info.wgbh.org/upf/.
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